AGRICULTURE RAINFED

CASH TOKENS

ONE-TIME COST
-2

to switch to this land use

ANNUAL CASH GAIN
+3

generated by this land use

WATER TOKENS

IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER
-4

IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER
-7
AGRICULTURE COMMERCIALY IRRIGATED

CASH TOKENS
ONE-TIME COST
-7 to switch to this land use
ANNUAL CASH GAIN
+10 generated by this land use

WATER TOKENS
IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER
-8
IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER
-10
CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE

CASH TOKENS

ONE-TIME COST
-2 to switch to this land use

ANNUAL CASH GAIN
+5 generated by this land use

WATER TOKENS

IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER
-2

IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER
-4
AGROFORESTRY

CASH TOKENS
-3 to switch to this land use
+4 generated by this land use

WATER TOKENS
IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER
0
IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER
-1
PROTECTED FOREST

CASH TOKENS

ONE-TIME COST

0
to switch to this land use

ANNUAL CASH GAIN

+1 round of purchase
+2 subsequent rounds

WATER TOKENS

IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER

+2 round of purchase
+3 subsequent rounds

IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER

+3 round of purchase
+4 subsequent rounds
IRRIGATED TREE PLANTATION

CASH TOKENS

ONE-TIME COST
-3
to switch to this land use

ANNUAL CASH GAIN
+5
round of purchase

+6
subsequent rounds

WATER TOKENS

IMPACTS FAR FROM RIVER

-2
round of purchase

-3
subsequent rounds

IMPACTS CLOSE TO RIVER

-3
round of purchase

-4
subsequent rounds